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Island Bay School athletics took place on Friday the 30th of 
October and had a series of events, which consisted of 
vortex, sprints, long jump, high jump and quoits. Sadie B 
was at the high jump and sprints area and was interviewing 
year 2,3 and 6 boys and girls. Abby C said that she felt ?like a 
cheetah across the race track? when she was participating 
in the year 2 sprints. It looked like everyone was having a 
great day in the sun! Some people were even talented 
enough to get in to southern zone and compete against 
people from other schools around Wellington. By Sophie, 
Sadie

ATHLETICS

CODY'S CORNER - THE WONKY TREE  BY THE SEA

The wonky tree by the sea has been there years and years. 

Seen many things you can only dream but neither knows nor cares.

It?s leaves follow the wind across the big blue sky,

while the roots reach under the feet of my family and I.

The wonky tree by the sea been there years and years. 

Seen many things you can only dream but neither giggles nor glares.



HOT

Vegetables are good because they 
are healthy

Homemade sushi is good but it is 
different from bought sushi and it?s 
saves you money

Friends are really good because 
they help you if you are lonely

Bucket hats are cool because it 
keeps you from getting sunburnt 

Slime is kinda hot but not the best 
because it can get stuck on your 
carpet or hard floor but it's very 
Satisfying

Cheese is really good because it 
has 

Cake is very good because it's for 
people's birthdays!

Athletics is cool because it is fun 
and it is good for your heart

Flopping is really cool because it 
gets you relaxed

NOT

COVID-19 !!! Suck because you 
could DIE!!!

Pumpkin Doesn?t taste that good

Pests aren't good because they kill 
our animals

Year 6 leavers leaving sucks 
because everyone is nervous to 
leave

Teachers/student teachers leaving 
because we will miss them

Being sick because you can't go to 
school

Weeds suck cause bad for the 
plants 

Bad food sucks cause you don't like 
the food

Forest fires are very bad because 
sometimes they kill people and 
because the kill animal habitats

By Arlo, Phoebe, Charlotte

HOT OR NOT TALENT SHOW

MICE INVASION AT IBS!

Recently Island Bay School had a mouse and it is 

hiding in island bay school, some people have 

seen the mouse under the stairs next to 

Harakeke. Breaking news! It has just come to our 

attention, that there are actually TWO MICE!!! And 

they keep running away from us when we  go 

near  them. We have just found a dead mouse. - 

eeeek!  By Jessica, Anais and Rose

On the 15 of October,in the hall, the IBS got talent finals were held.  After 

four heats we got to know who were the finalists. The three lucky 

winners were...the synchronized swimmers, (Willow Mercier-Bobb, 

Jasmine Jackson and Ruby Knap) came first.The best Magicians 

Around (Liam and Ari) came second and Connor, Ryan, Archie,Beck, 

Lachie, Seti, Cooper, Eddie and Noah came third.there also was  A 

special mention to Arron and Riley who played the ukulele. Thank you 

everyone for entering and thank you Rachel, Caitlin and all of the 

teachers for helping with the talent show! By Ida, Lotus and Rosa



Nathan Crocker is a teacher from Rimurimu and learning leader of the Rimu team. 
He loves the creativity and imagination of the students here. Nathan wanted to 
become a teacher in the first place because one day in the 80s when he was 
younger he went with his dad, who was a teacher, to work and was inspired by the 
way he taught the kids. ?I wanted to be like my dad.? Nathan said. His favourite thing 
about Island Bay School is definitely the students and the staff. He says he loves 
how it?s not only the kids who are learning- it?s clear that the staff are on a learning 
journey too.

Thanks so much, Nathan for letting us interview you!

By Sylvia and Sophie 

Recently there have been 2 

elections in the USA and  NZ. 

On the NZ front, Jacinda 

Ardern/Labour has won with 50% or 

65 seats, meaning she can govern 

alone.  She was closely followed by 

Judith Collins/National with 25.6% or 

33 seats, who is closely pursued by 

the Green Party with 7.9% and ACT 

on 7.6%, who are both with 10 seats. 

Other than that only Maori party got 

in with 2 seats and 1.2 % of the vote. 

The greens and labour have recently 

agreed on a cooperation agreement. 

This means the greens will be in 

cabinet for their portfolios being 

discussed (housing and climate 

change) and in major government 

decisions. National also recently 

released their new shadow cabinet. 

Cabinet is a place where all of the 

important people meet, to decide 

what to do for the government and 

sometimes the people. The shadow 

cabinet is what the opposition 

thinks is important. The opposition?s 

choice in this case is Judith Collins as 

prime minister, Shane reti as health, 

Louise Upston as Social 

development and Micheal 

Woodhouse on Finance. 

 On the USA front Joe Biden has won 

with 290 votes from the electoral 

college to  Donald Trump with only a 

mere 214 votes. So Biden is in, 

Trump is out. 

By Willow, Simone, Cas

Now, as you know on Wednesday 28th of October, there was the Waste 
Heroes performance and boy, was it a performance. They got the crowd 
screaming ;quite literally. In fact I saw a kid in hospital apparently his 
eardrums exploded! And if that wasn?t enough you couldn?t even see 
the performance  seeing as kids in the front were standing on their feet. 
But for the part that you could see it was an outstanding 
performance,who doesn?t wanna watch flexible dinosaurs. The waste 
heroes had an important message  to get through: save the planet from 
plastic. They worked with Weta workshop to get their sick costumes. For 
those who don?t know Weta workshop made costumes for Jackson 
Peter, the guy who directed Lord of the flies. We had one of our own 
teachers in the performance. She was obi wan kenobi for those of you 
who didn?t know. Overall I think all of island bay school agree it got the 
whole squad laughing. -Connor and Ryan.

POLITICS TANIWHA SHOW

TEACHER FEATURE



Climate Change

 By: Jet Collier 

Year: 3

Did you know that climate change could make 30% wildlife 
extinct? This report will teach you about climate change. Read 
on to learn more about climate change.

90% of coral reefs could become lifeless and climate change 
has been caused by humans. Climate change is not good for 
the Earth. Also, animal species are becoming endangered. 
Climate change can change the weather and temperature.

If humans don?t act now there will be bad consequences.

Coronation

 By: Sylvia Kingston

 Year: 6

Elizabeth stood outside the great golden doors encrusted with 
rubies and diamonds, guards flanking her. People had bought 
the expensive cameras to flash them at her, it almost felt like a 
threat to her mind. Elizabeth looked at the man holding a long 
golden baton and a large crown and felt like he was going to hit 
her with it. Her legs were shaking. Her eyes filled with tears. If 
only she could have been given a little longer. Suddenly the 
doors opened, and Elizabeth nearly cried out as her tears were 
suctioned back into her eyes. The crowd of strangers was 
humongous, and they were all staring at her- why her now, not 
her brother? The man with the baton and crown seemed to 
have teleported to the front, wearing gloves, holding them out 
wickedly. Elizabeth could barely walk- she couldn?t do it. But 
gathering together all of her courage, she walked forward, head 
down staring at the stark wooden passage. She was there- it 
was happening. ?I do present you as..?

Wilderness 

By: Misha Jamieson-Frew  

Year: 5       

His hands worked away at the fire, taking all the help it could 
from his cold breath. His long furry eyebrows drooped past his 
eyes guarding the pleasure they hid. His smooth skin burned 
regretfully, glinting by the flames.  His slim fingers danced 
gracefully through the nights gift. She watched as he taught, 
his fingers left the flames dancing as they licked his bare 
palms, he smiled for the first time in weeks as it grew up to the 
size of his legs. His furry eyebrows dropped drowsily, reaching 
for the ground. The air around him showed no hint of warmth. 
His wild hair climbed energetically, each strand racing the 
others to the moon. His breath danced in the eerie breeze. 
?Jac,? he said. ?One day you will become Queen of this world, 
and even though I won?t be there to tell you what is wrong, you 
will be there to tell yourself what is right.??

Was this really what he meant? No, she thought. No, she 
knew this man only too well.

KIDS' WRITING PLAY FIRST, EAT  SECOND

This term at IBS we have tried a new way of break 
time. We are now playing first then the double bell 
will ring and we will come and sit to eat. Some hubs 
will read a book when children are eating.

We changed it so kids will be learning well and it will 
hopefully be better for the school because there are 
more problems before we changed it and now there 
are less problems .

Debs and  Jacqui changed it so we had a assembly 
and that changed it all.

Now most kids go outside to play or to another 
place eg the library

Most people like eating first but you can still have a 
little bit to  eat first and it also is really annoying 
when you are held  in when it is play first.   now there 
are three breaks,the brain break, morning tea and 
lunch. It is really hard to tell when it is the end of 
morning tea or lunch and it raining  so I think there 
should be a triple bell for it raining and it's the end of 
break time 

There are down and up sides of the break time 
change.

When the single bell rings it means tidy up ,go 
inside to eat or continue playing  until the double 
bell.

This term is the test term. By Malou



Raspber r y Chocolate Brownies 
Ready in 1 hour 

Serves 12

Ingredients
- Cocoa powder     ½ cup
- Raspberries (fresh or defrosted)     ?  cup 
- Flour ( use fine coconut flour if GF) ½ cup 
- Sugar ¼ cup
- Raspberry powdered sugar ( optional ) 5 Teaspoons 
- Unsalted butter     1 cup 

Method 
1. Preheat the oven to 180 degrees Celsius.
2. Lightly beat the butter in a large bowl until fluffy and full of air.
3. Add the egg and sugar and continue beating until combined.
4. Sift in the flour ( skip this step if doing GF version) .
5.  Gradually add the raspberries while mixing. 
6.  Pour into a one inch lined  baking tray .
7.  Bake the brownies for  25 to 35 minutes or until  the crispy ( but not burnt ) on top.
8. Cool on a rack and gently sprinkle raspberry sugar on top.

MUNCHING WITH MISHA

SPORTS HOUSE 

The Island Bay School Roosters touch rugby team have kicked off the season in style!

Harry Duff scored some 4 amazing tries in their first game and Charlotte Patterson also scored 2, which sealed the 

game for the Roosters!

In the second game It was a similar set up, as Lola Doyle scored an excellent try where she ran around in circles on 

touch five, then suddenly found a gap and darted forward to score.

And in basketball the island bay school hoopsters played exceptionally well when they pulled off a great game but lost 

16-18.

The swishers meanwhile have had a great term of basketball and Lyall Beaven scored some amazing shots. It was a big 

game, and each team played very well, but they lost!

And in Floorball, the yr 6 floorball team they won an astonishing game 7-2. ?So here we start off the game and one player 

passes it to the other Player And the Player it to another player and that player Scores and the crowd in the stadium 

erupt into screams of joy!? There it was the what a amazing game from the yr 6 floorball team.

By Lucas and Faith



During the Summer holidays four new playgrounds are 
going to be built all over the school. They will be finished 
in February so that they will be ready for the new school 
year. There will be one by the Art room and another will 
be down at the current staff car park by the Waharoa. 
There will also be one by the bottom block turf and they 
will be redoing the top block playground

The playground by the Art Room is going to have a 
sandpit, a nice calm area with moss on the rocks. They 
will also have a water play area. 

The top block playground will be completely redone. 
There will be new slides, monkey bars and balance 
beams. There will also be lots more climbing equipment 
like a rock wall and a wall climb with a chain.

Bottom block is mainly going to be an obstacle course 
with lots of climbing and monkey bars. There will be 
swing bridges and firemen's poles.

Then where the staff car park is now there will be a nice 
garden and seating area for if you want to relax. 

Island bay school is going to be so cool next year!!!

By Esme, Ana-Lei

PLAYGROUND EXPLOSION
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